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Abstract
This paper develops a weakly supervised algorithm
that learns to segment rigid multi-colored objects from
a set of training images and key points. The approach
uses congealing to learn a probabilistic spatial model
of the multi-colored object class and graph-cut to separate the foreground from the background. The result
is a novel approach which can segment heterogeneous
objects, in contrast to other recent approaches which
are better at segmenting uniform but possibly flexible
objects.

1

Introduction

This paper presents a novel top down algorithm that
learns to segment objects from a small number of image presentations. Object segmentation is the process
of labeling image pixels as either object (foreground) or
non-object (background), and has been a difficult problem in computer vision for decades [15]. Segmentation
techniques fall into two broad categories: bottom up approaches, which only use data from a single image, and
top down approaches, which incorporate external information such as category prototypes. Bottom up techniques are limited in their ability to segment a broad
range of heterogeneous objects. Our approach assumes
rigid objects seen from similar viewpoints; i.e. the appearance of the object undergoes only affine transformations among images. It also assumes a single ontarget key point per image of the type produced by
SIFT [10], Scale-saliency [8], or any of several interest point operators [11]. Unlike related approaches, we
allow the object to be multi-colored with arbitrary surface markings. These conditions match the output of
many recent attention-based object recognition systems
[5, 6, 7, 19]. This algorithm can therefore be used to
segment objects which have been recognized based on
selective attention windows.
Given a set of images and key points, our algo-
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rithm builds a probabilistic spatial model of the target object class. Once the source images are aligned,
target pixels should be relatively consistent (low entropy) while background pixels should be comparatively inconsistent (high entropy). More specifically,
the spatial model is created by aligning the source
images through congealing [12], and then fitting a
two-class (foreground/background) Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM; [2, 4]) to the resulting entropy values.
The resulting probabilistic spatial model is used as the
predictive component in the graph-cut algorithm [3],
which segments images by balancing a-priori expectations with image-specific edge information.
As shown experimentally in section 4, the algorithm
is able to segment objects when the key points are manually chosen and therefore accurate. Section 4 also
presents a perturbation study relating errors in key point
position to congealing error, and therefore indirectly to
segmentation error.

2

Related Work

Research into top-down image segmentation has
been revolutionized by the introduction of graph-cut algorithms [9]. Graph-cut provides a well-motivated and
computationally efficient method for segmenting images based on (1) a probabilistic predictive model and
(2) local edge data. In essence, it finds the segmentation
that simultaneously optimizes both the fit to the predicted model and the available boundary information.
Graph-cut in turn spurred research, including this
work, into methods of learning predictive object models
for use in top-down image segmentation [13, 17, 18].
Among previous research efforts, the closest to this
work is LOCUS [17]. LOCUS begins with a class of
unsegmented images which it segments through inference and learning. While able to segment deformable
objects, it suffers from one of the same limitations as
bottom-up techniques: it assumes that the target objects
are internally homogeneous. Simon and Seitz [14] generate a predictive model based on extracted attention

windows from a pre-segmented template image. Our
approach differs in that our algorithm generates a predictive model based on many views of a template object with an accompanying point-in-object and no presegmented template.
At the same time that top-down image segmentation
techniques were improving, research was also expanding into object recognition based on selective attention
windows (e. g. [5, 6, 7, 19]). These techniques recognize objects (or more commonly, views of objects)
by extracting attention windows from images, and then
labeling sets of categorized attention windows. These
techniques have the disadvantage of not knowing the
extents or boundaries of the objects recognized. Arora
and Loeff et. al. [1] present a technique for determining object extents from keypoint templates using a conditional random field model. Our approach differs in
that our algorithm generates a predictive model based
on many views of a template object with an accompanying point-in-object and no pre-segmented template or
random field model.
This paper presents a segmentation algorithm designed to work with attention-based recognition.
Attention-based recognition algorithms identify specific object classes, based on at least one key point per
object. As a result, they produce the input assumed
by this algorithm (images of a single object with key
points). Our segmentation algorithm extends these systems by allowing them to determine the spatial extent
of the objects they have recognized.

3

Method

Our algorithm is divided into two phases, as shown
in Figure 1. The first phase learns a probabilistic spatial
model of the target class from a set of input images and
corresponding key points. The second phase applies the
spatial model to segment every source image.
Let I = I1 , I2 , ... be the set of input images, and let
K = k1 , k2 , ... be the set of corresponding key points,
where ∀i, ki ∈ Ii . The key points K are assumed to
mark essentially the same point on the target object, and
have estimated positions, rotations, and scales. These
estimates are used by the congealer as the initial affine
transformations for aligning the source images; the congealer then optimizes these transformations.

3.1

Congealing

As explained in [12], congealing is an iterative
method that brings a set of images into alignment by
iteratively adjusting the affine transformation parameters T = t1 , t2 , ... for each image so as to minimize

Figure 1. Outline of steps taken during
segmentation.

the sum of the pixel-wise entropy. In our algorithm
congealing is applied to Sobel edge images create from
the source images. To quantify how well windows are
aligned, a window stack Ω = W (T ) is defined, and the
overall entropy of each pixel column Ωx,y is computed
using Vasick’s entropy approximator [16] to create an
entropy image e. The total entropy of the window stack
is the sum of the entropy of the pixel columns Ωx,y as
in Equation 1 (P is the set of all valid pixel locations in
a window).
H(Ω) =



H(Ωx,y )

(1)

(x,y)∈P

Minimizing the summed pixel-wise entropy directly
can lead to pathological transformations, such as scaling an image by 0. Following Miller, et. al. [12], we
introduce a regularization term to avoid such transformations.
The minimization of e proceeds through a set of gradient decent searches along seven affine parameters (xtranslation xt , y-translation yt , x-log-scale xls , y-logscale yls , x-shear xs , y-shear ys , and rotation θ) using

a step size  for each parameter. We search over seven
parameters, instead of the minimum of six parameters
defined in an affine matrix, as suggested by [12].
The minimization process is repeated until convergence or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
After this, the p step sizes are decayed (a.k.a. annealed)
by a factor of 12 , and the process is repeated. Once the
step sizes have decayed five times the process is considered to have converged.
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3.2 From Entropies to Probabilities
The output of the congealer is a set of alignment
transformations and an entropy image. The assumption underlying this work is that after alignment, target
pixels will look approximately the same across images
and therefore have low entropy. Background pixels, on
the other hand, change from image to image and consequently have higher entropy values.
We use a two-class Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
to model the foreground and background distributions.
The Gaussian process with the lower mean models target pixels, while the mixture with the higher mean models background pixels. The value of the confidence
mask at each pixel is the probability that the pixel’s
value comes from the foreground distribution.
We observed that high entropy values can arise from
two sources: they can be created by background pixels,
or by the edges of markings in the interior of the target. Sub-pixel misalignments create high entropy values near high-frequency edges. To eliminate large entropy spikes caused by an object’s internal edges, we
first perform an edge preserving smoothing on the entropy image. Next, an edge removal process replaces
each edge with the value of its nearest non-edge neighbors. A blurred version of this result is then used to
create a confidence mask c. This helps eliminate the
high entropy ridges within an object, enabling the result to be modeled more effectively using a two mixture
GMM.

3.3

Graph Cut

The source images are segmented individually by applying graph-cut, using the spatial probability image as
the source of top-down information. Graph cut is an optimization technique based on max-flow algorithms [3]
which finds a global optimum to a certain class of energy functions [9]. Graph cut uses a linear weighting
between local image information and a prior probability mask to optimally group similar pixels into segments
while taking top down information into account. For
more details, see references.

Figure 2. Results from the flower data set.

4

Experimental Results

Figure 2 demonstrates results on heterogeneous objects and backgrounds when using hand labeled key
points. These results are representative of three other
data sets not shown here.
The final congealed stack entropy depends on the
accuracy of the key point locations. Congealing compensates for keypoint misalignments across images to a
limited extent. To test how far keypoints could be misaligned, we perturbed the keypoints in an image stack
from 0 to 30 pixels in random directions. Figure 3
shows the perturbations effect on the final congealed
stack entropy. Small changes in keypoint location produce no change in the final congealed entropy value in
the case of the flower data set, and a small change in the
congealed entropy value in the case of the depth-of-field
data set.

4.1

Test images

We tested the segmentation algorithm on two image
sets that were selected to either maximize background
variation or evaluate the performance when perspective
is not constant.
Set 1: A child’s toy (a simple, relatively homogeneous, object) in the shape of a flower, set on
varied colorful backgrounds.
Set 2: An office chair viewed at slightly different
perspectives.
The left side of Figure 4 shows the pixel-wise entropy values from Set 1 before segmentation, using
the initial alignment transformations estimated from the
key points. The right side of Figure 4 shows the entropy values after congealing. Together, the two sides

Figure 3. Stack entropy vs key point location error.

Figure 4. Example entropy image e before
and after congealing.

of Figure 4 show the importance of image congealing
for estimating entropy values.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents an algorithm for foreground/background segmentation, given sample
images of the object class and one key point per image.
None of the steps in the segmentation algorithm are
novel; the congealing and graph-cut algorithms have
been around for over five years, as have Gaussian
Mixture Models. The contribution of this paper is the
way in which these techniques have been combined
to create and apply a probabilistic spatial object
model. The resulting segmentation algorithm is able
to segment complex heterogeneous objects based only
on sample images with a single key point in each. No
other top-down segmentation algorithm that we know
of can do this.
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